
Easy to plan the trajectory from skin to lesion
“Accuracy is important to get the biopsy of the intended lesion. 
Lung biopsies are often more challenging due to risk of dropping 
the lung. Any small lesion is more challenging, particularly lesions 
high in the liver due to movement of the diaphragm.

GuideLines makes it easy to plan the trajectory from skin to 
lesion while avoiding other areas that could cause bleeding or 
other poor outcomes. Using GuideLines is an easy way to simplify 
lesion targeting whereas other methods are not consistent and 
cumbersome.”

- Vicki, IR Technologist, Ohio

Pinpoints the exact spot
“Accuracy is important; you don’t want to hit an artery, cause a 
pneumothorax, or any other complication.

GuideLines pinpoints the exact spot for needle entry. They’re 
single-use and better than needles taped together or paper clips.”

- Vicki, IR Supervisor, Arizona

Consistent, sanitary, and accurate
“We used an improvised system with tape and BB pellets and 
while it worked for years, it wasn’t the most sanitary or accurate 
system. GuideLines is consistent, disposable, and adheres well. 
We use them on every biopsy patient.”

- Scott, CT Technologist, Pennsylvania

Fully adhesive, greater accuracy
“I really like using Mark-Through GuideLines. The adhesive is on 
the entire grid. It completely adheres to the patient’s skin, thus 
reducing the chances of missing the exact spot that needs to 
be marked.”

- Karen, CT Technologist, California
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GuideLines CT biopsy grids help you avoid 
misregistration of the skin mark and the need 
for repeat needle adjustments which can lead to 
painful re-sticks and unnecessary rescans for 
the patient.

Optimize localization of needle entry sites and 
increase first stick accuracy under CT-guided 
biopsies with the GuideLines family of 
biopsy grids.
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